CHOOSE YOUR WORDS BELOW AND THEN INSERT THEM INTO THE BLANKS ON THE NEXT PAGE.

NOUN:

ADJECTIVE:

ADJECTIVE:

NONSENSE WORD:

NONSENSE WORD:

ACTIVITY:

VERB:

REPULSIVE SUBSTANCE:

VERB:

VERB (PAST TENSE):

NOUN:

NOUN:

VERB:
Isn’t it odd that gibberish words are often the sounds of other words, cut up and dismembered, then stitched into something like them—yet wholly unlike them at the same time...

...I wonder if you could do that to a ______________. Pull him apart, emotion by emotion, bit by bit, ___________ chunk by ___________ chunk. Then combine them back together into something else, like a Dysian Aimian. If you do put a man together like that, Dalinar, be sure to name him ______________, after me. Or perhaps _______________. ”

“How remarkable, [if] you spend your life ________________, you eventually find they won’t ___________ up for you. There’s poetry in that, don’t you think, you storming personification of ______________? ”

“How can you ___________ it? Something just ___________. I believe that’s the sound the world makes when it pisses itself.”

“Deal with your own stupid ___________, you ______________. Don’t make me come over there and ______________ you around again.”